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Made Naturally 
No sugar, No additivies

d i s t i l l e r y
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We were inspired by stories and the secret recipes of genuine distillates and the mastery of “specialists”. 
The uniqueness of our products is the fruit of our love for development and the flavorful development of 

traditional, authentic ancient methods and recipes.

Dorodouli Distillery

In order to achieve our goals for innovative products, the distillery research team decides to start the 
study by investigating the known recipes and techniques for distilling marc. Initially, one hundred and 

twenty different recipes were made and studied, which after being archived were “resting” for one year 
with interim trials and evaluation records. At the end of the trial period, thirty-two recipes were selected, 

of which 15 were included in the production process.

Innovation & Research

The traditional heritage of our family’s passion is the distillation of tsipouro. Our mission is to approach and 
pass on to next generations this passion enriched with new wings and transform local northern Greek distil-

lation recipes into superior products. We manage and extend our requirements to new green develop-
ment standards and good resource management in an open company where “the spirit can distil spirits”.

Vision

We created a new perspective on the world-famous flavors of renowned alcoholic beverages. Our 
unique distillery creates fifteen different premium spirits by specializing in the distillation of grapes and 
fruits. Get to know the unique characters of the spirits from Classico and alchemestes collections. The 

appearance, the aromas, the taste, and the finish will guide you in exploring our spirits, an approach of a 
unique journey.

Products
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No.1

The classy, woody sense flirts with a seductive aroma. While the freshly baked, sweet taste, in a festive atmosphere, gives a unique experience. 
The velvet, rich taste relaxes the tension through the euphoria of a wealty palette.

| Inspiration | In ancient Greece, they believed that the precious stone, piropalios lived in the spirit of truth, as its iridescent color resembled the 
eyes of young children.

| The moment of truth |

Clear, bronze color.

Wood, apple, cinnamon, honey.

Vanilla, dried apricot, almond, caramel.

Long, fruity, complex.

43% vol | 500ml

Excellent quality selected wines of Northern Greece area.

Unique recipe of grape varieties fermented at vacuum -sealed inox 
tanks at a controlled temperature hall.

Innovative pre-homogenization at controlled preheating swirl 
process In special inox tanks.

Discontinuous distillation in copper pot-column still, with head and tail cutting. 

Ageing for 36 months in 3 different types of barrels.

Serve: Ιn a snifter glass, with an orange slice and cinnamon.

Pair: Dried fruits, nuts, hard cheese, chocolate, charcuterie.

Use: Finish a delicious meal. Relax in the view of a lovely night.

Amber 
Brandy

alchemestes
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No.5

Dressed in the color of the night sky, the mission No. 5 stands out! It remains, deep in mind, as intensely aristocratic with a velvety taste. Also, the pink 
flowers are dancing into a clear finish of a redemptive pleasure.

| Inspiration | In antiquity, they believed that the semiprecious stone Sodalithos prepared them for strength and knowledge by clearing the mind 
for the source of self-reflection.

| The moment of reflection |

Clear, golden color.

White flowers, pepper, honey, jasmine.

Vanilla, agave, spice.

Long and complex.

43% vol | 500ml

Excellent quality selected grapes of Northern Greece area.

Unique recipe of grape varieties fermented at vacuum -sealed inox 
tanks at a controlled temperature hall.

Innovative pre-homogenization at controlled preheating swirl 
process In special inox tanks.

Discontinuous distillation in copper pot-column still, with head and tail cutting. 

Ageing for 24 months in 3 different types of barrels.

Serve: In a glass of snifter or whiskey, with lemon and salt rim.

Pair: Honey, nuts, hard cheeses, chocolate, pork, citrus, chicken, caviar, pasta.

Use: Invite your favorite company in laughing moments on the rocks or cocktail.

Aged 
Pomace  

Brandy

alchemestes
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No.6

The crystal clear and bitter flavor, are combining the freshness of citrus blossom, with touches of salty breeze. This deluxe spirit gives fruits and sweet 
spices in the finish. The elegant aroma confirms the royal character and the strong dynamism of mission No.6.

| Inspiration | In ancient times they believed that iliodoros gem was leading you on the path of prophecy, giving you the impulse to continue, to 
inspire the future.

| The moment of inspiration |

Clear, colorless.

Lemon flowers, citrus fruits, basil, pepper.

Liquorice, lime peel, chili.

Long, fruity and complicated.

40% vol | 500ml

Excellent quality selected wines and fruits of Northern Greece area.

Unique recipe of grape varieties fermented at vacuum -sealed inox 
tanks at a controlled temperature hall.

Innovative pre-homogenization at controlled preheating swirl 
process In special inox tanks.

Discontinuous distillation in copper pot-column still, with head and tail cutting. 

Ageing for 12 months in inox tanks.

Serve: Ιn a martini glass, with fresh or dried pineapple.

Pair: Nuts, soft cheeses, fresh salad, fruits, chicken, mint.

Use: Inspire your favorite cocktails.

Sour
Brandy

alchemestes
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No.7

40% vol | 500ml

alchemestes

| The moment of love |

Pomace Brandy

Clear, colorless.

Rose, melon, fig.

Mastic, pepper, dried flowers.

Soft, sweet and fresh.

Excellent quality selected grapes of Northern Greece area.

Unique recipe of grape varieties fermented at vacuum -sealed inox tanks at a controlled 
temperature hall.

Innovative pre-homogenization at controlled preheating swirl process In special inox tanks.

Discontinuous distillation in copper pot-column still, with head and tail cutting. 

Ageing for 12 months in inox tanks.

Serve: Ιn a tulip or martini glass, with white grapes.

Pair: Soft cheeses, forest fruits, chicken, caviar, seafood, salads, pasta.

Use: Let the romantic character of the spirit accompany your meal or explore the roses of an erotic cocktail

The rich and deep flavor highlights 
determine its precious character. An 
instant sparkle of love in a mystical and 
sensual presence will surprise you. A 
delicate spirit that tenderly
touches a bouquet of roses.

| Inspiration | 
In the Baroque era the Olivinis precious 
belonged to the lovers offering the 
precious beginning of life.
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No.8

40% vol | 500ml

alchemestes

| The moment of courage |

Brandy Bianco

Clear, colorless

Passion fruit, blueberry, paprika, violet.

Melon, vanilla, fig, raisin

Soft and sweet.

Excellent quality selected wine of Northern Greece area.

Unique recipe of grape varieties fermented at vacuum -sealed inox tanks at a controlled 
temperature hall.

Innovative pre-homogenization at controlled preheating swirl process In special inox tanks.

Discontinuous distillation in copper pot-column still, with head and tail cutting. 

Ageing for 12 months in inox tanks.

Serve: Ιn a coupe glass, with forest fruits.

Pair: Fresh or dried fruits, mastic, soft and creamy cheeses, meat, salads, white chocolate.

Use: Create an aura of relaxation with the sophisticate No.8 by combining it with a dinner or a cocktail.

The mission No8. classified in higher frac-
tional distil lation and characterized by its 
uniqueness and originality. Be surprised by 
the magnificent sweet aroma with notes of 
fruits. Taste the velvety, elegant joy and let 
the charming feel in the finish take you off!

| Inspiration | 
The precious stone Topazi, they 
believed it calms the stormy sea, 
offers courage and wisdom, beauty 
and fertility.
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No.9

An aroma that effuse mystery and complexity extend and enforce wealth. A strong, fruity character adds a playful view into a classical elegance. 
It balances through a breath of freshness and a touch of style.

| Inspiration | The youthful character of Pleonastos, the precious stone that emerged from the simplicity and memory of childhood giving 
therapeutic skills and elegance.

| The moment of memory |

Clear, colorless.

Citrus fruits, tangerine, lotus, peach, juniper.

Orange, licorice, pineapple, almond, cinnamon.

Fruity and complex.

40% vol | 500ml

Excellent quality selected wine and fruits of Northern Greece area.

Unique recipe of grape varieties fermented at vacuum -sealed inox 
tanks at a controlled temperature hall.

Innovative pre-homogenization at controlled preheating swirl 
process In special inox tanks.

Discontinuous distillation in copper pot-column still, with head and tail cutting. 

Ageing for 12 months in inox tanks.

Serve: Ιn a martini glass, with orange slice and cherry.

Pair: Chocolate, coffee, caramelized nuts, cheeses, citrus fruits, salad, beef.

Use: Celebrate with alchemestes No.9 spirit as dessert or in a cocktail.

Fruity 
Brandy

alchemestes
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P

Aroma fresh, festive and pleasant notes of mountain flowers that fill your senses. Become a traveler in a virtual forest picnic 
with the friendship of a great cocktail adding tonic and lemon.

| Inspiration | The melody, the lyrics of a sweet poem taken from the journey of life, an art that accompanies beautiful moments.
| The moment of melody |

Clear, colorless.

Forest, lilac, mango, thyme.

Juniper, licorice, mint, pear, jasmine, mastic.

Herbal, fresh and complex.

40% vol |700ml

Excellent quality selected grapes of Northern Greece area.

Unique recipe of grape varieties fermented at vacuum -sealed inox 
tanks at a controlled temperature hall.

Innovative pre-homogenization at controlled preheating swirl 
process In special inox tanks.

Discontinuous distillation in copper pot-column still, with head and tail cutting. 

Ageing for 12 months in inox tanks.

Serve: Ιn a ballon glass, with tonic and lemon.

Pair: Cream cheese, vegetables, chicken, forest fruits, pasta.

Use: Feel the melody of classico P in a refreshing cocktail at the beach.

Tsipouro 

Herbal

Classico
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X

Will take you into the magical warmth of a winter atmosphere. Especially, the strong presence of wood and spices decisively 
contributes to relaxation and enjoyment. Dare to fly your senses and indulge yourself in the warm playfulness!

| Inspiration | The love of wisdom and thoughts, a basic need to answer life’s questions through a philosophic approach.| The moment of toughts |

Clear, amber color.

Wood, wheat, chilli, lilac.

Walnut, cherry, spice, vanilla.

Long and complicated.

43% vol | 200ml | 500ml

Excellent quality selected grapes of Northern Greece area

Unique recipe of grape varieties fermented at vacuum -sealed inox 
tanks at a controlled temperature hall.

Innovative pre-homogenization at controlled preheating swirl 
process In special inox tanks.

Discontinuous distillation in copper pot-column still, with head and tail cutting. 

Ageing for 24 months in 3 different types of barrels

Serve: Ιn a whisky or tulip glass, with an orange slice.

Pair: Aged cheeses, dried fruits, nuts, pork, chocolate, seafood, caviar.

Use: Accompany your nights in front of the fireplace or with a luxurious meal.

Aged Tsipouro 

Amber

Classico
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C

43% vol | 200ml | 500ml

Classico

| The moment of analogy |

Aged Gold Tsipouro

Clear, gold color.

Wood, vanilla, caramel, pear, butter, mastic.

Hazelnut, apple, honey, pepper, mushroom.

Long and complicated.

Excellent quality selected grapes of Northern Greece area.

Unique recipe of grape varieties fermented at vacuum -sealed inox tanks at a controlled 
temperature hall.

Innovative pre-homogenization at controlled preheating swirl process In special inox tanks.

Discontinuous distillation in copper pot-column still, with head and tail cutting. 

Ageing for 24 months in 3 different types of barrels.

Serve: Ιn a snifter or tulip glass, with dried apples.

Pair: Honey, nuts, truffle, black chocolate, hard cheeses, beef, chicken, fish, shellfish, pasta, cold cuts.

Use: Enjoy the warmth of a sunset or a fine dinner with a dram of Classico C.

Relax on a trip through the warm colors 
of a sunset in the glorious moments of 
tranquility. With a complexity in flavor, the 
unique taste and the perfect balance of 
spirit C manages to remains in memory.

| Inspiration | 
The source of data, a geometric 
agreement of answers. The language 
of analogy and creation, mathematics.
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G

40% vol | 200ml | 500ml

Classico

| The moment of time |

Aniseed Tsipouro

Clear, Lounching (pearl with the addition of water).

Anise, jasmine, mastic.

Lilac, green pepper, licorice, watercress.

Intense and fresh.

Excellent quality selected grapes and asteroid anise from Northern Greece area.

Unique recipe of grape varieties fermented at vacuum -sealed inox tanks at a controlled 
temperature hall.

Innovative pre-homogenization at controlled preheating swirl process In special inox tanks.

Discontinuous distillation in copper pot-column still, with head and tail cutting. 

Ageing for 12 months in inox tanks.

Serve: Ιn a tulip glass, with a lemon peel.

Pair: Mediterranean cuisine, vegetables, soft cheeses, fish, seafood, chicken, lemon, savory dishes.

Use: Accompany your mediterranean meal or enjoy a sour cocktail.

When the fervour of a traditional copper 
alembic raised from the Aegean aroma. 
When the salty air of the summer breeze 
embraces the seeds of Greek land, a true 
spirit awakes.

| Inspiration | 
A thin line that divides the past with the 
future. A memory through the glazed eyes 
of history, a natural evolution of tradition.
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T

A liquid that blesses you with the strength, to keep going through the saltiness of the next day. A spirit that allows 
you to feel alive through the moments of happiness and pride.

| Inspiration | The power of choice, the beginning of freedom from a series of decisions. The respect of rights and justice, democracy.
| The moment of equity |

Clear, colorless.

Sea breeze, jasmine, fig, elderflower.

Papaya, sweet red pepper, mastic.

Gentle and complex.

40% vol | 200ml | 500ml

Excellent quality selected grapes of Northern Greece area.

Unique recipe of grape varieties fermented at vacuum -sealed inox 
tanks at a controlled temperature hall.

Innovative pre-homogenization at controlled preheating swirl 
process In special inox tanks.

Discontinuous distillation in copper pot-column still, with head and tail cutting. 

Ageing for 12 months in inox tanks.

Serve: Ιn a tulip glass, with a lemon peel.

Pair: Mediterranean cuisine, fish, seafood, soft cheeses, olives.

Use: Accompany your Mediterranean meal with good friends and laughter.

Delicate
Tsipouro

Classico
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E

40% vol | 200ml | 500ml

Classico

| The moment of adventure |

Mellow Tsipouro

Clear, colorless.

Forest fruits, chocolate, raisin.

Plum, lavender, mango.

Long and complicated.

Excellent quality selected grapes of Northern Greece area.

Unique recipe of grape varieties fermented at vacuum -sealed inox tanks at a controlled 
temperature hall.

Innovative pre-homogenization at controlled preheating swirl process In special inox tanks.

Discontinuous distillation in copper pot-column still, with head and tail cutting. 

Ageing for 12 months in inox tanks.

Serve: Ιn a tulip glass, with a rosemary.

Pair: Pork, beef, salmon, sushi, sausages, red fruits, cooked vegetables.

Use: Let the maturity of the distillate accompany the rich meal and pleasant company.

A ray of spring pleasantly fills your 
moments, while the velvety aroma 
of ripe and red fruits relax you. Then 
the fresh taste of pure nature will 
calm and inspire you.

| Inspiration | 
The description of the environment, the 
nature, the search for the connection 
between man, society and the natural 
environment.
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V

40% vol | 200ml | 500ml

Classico

| The moment of heal |

Botanic Tsipouro

Clear, colorless.

Cumin, fennel, thymus flowers, raisin.

Oregon, liquorice, lilac, peppermint.

Long, bitter, complex.

Excellent quality selected grapes of Northern Greece area

Unique recipe of grape varieties fermented at vacuum -sealed inox tanks at a controlled 
temperature hall.

Innovative pre-homogenization at controlled preheating swirl process In special inox tanks.

Discontinuous distillation in copper pot-column still, with head and tail cutting. 

Ageing for 12 months in inox tanks.

Serve: Ιn a snifter glass, with a cucumber peel.

Pair: Yogurt, vegetables, chicken, mango, salad, shrimps, potatoes.

Use: Enjoy with a delicious, flavorful meal. 

Her highlights are the irresistible 
concert of flavors and aromas. 
Spoil yourself in the fresh 
autumn breeze, ready to satisfy 
your desire for enjoyment.

| Inspiration | 
Take a moment to heal, to understand the 
respect of life. A lesson taught by the unbalances 
and challenges. Remember your therapeutic 
process and feel the drops of nature.
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Nostalgia with anice | Deeply in memory the crystal touches of anice, answering the pleasure of the Mediterranean seeds. 

Clear, colorless.

Fig, pear, lilac.

Melon, jasmine.

Light and soft.

40% vol | 200ml 

Excellent quality selected grapes of Northern Greece area

Fermented at vacuum -sealed inox tanks at a controlled temperature hall.

Discontinuous distillation in copper pot-column still, with head and tail cutting. 

Ageing for 12 months in inox tanks.

Serve: Ιn a tulip glass, with an loukoumi (sweet glazed) rose.

Pair: Mediterranean cuisine, fish, seafood, honey, fruity sweets.

Use: Accompany your Mediterranean meal or enjoy a floral cocktail.

Grape
Marc

Nostalgia | When elegance meets simplicity! A quality tsipouro blooms in the gardens of Thessaloniki, bringing to life the nostalgic moments!
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Raw Material

Pre-homogenization

Ageing

Distillation

Excellent quality of pomace, grape juice, wine, and fruits 
from selected, local varieties are used to create the different 

characters of our spirits. Our main mission is to exploit fresh grape 
skins and juice for their rich aromas and flavors. The unique 

recipes of grape varieties are fermented at vacuum-sealed inox 
tanks at a controlled temperature hall for 3-6% alcohol.

THE  ART  OF  D IST I L LAT ION

After 2 years of research and 120 samples, we selected the 15 
best recipes.  The recipes are created on a balanced journey 

with intense, durable aroma, in a harmonious blend for specific 
varieties through the innovative process of pre-homogenization at 

controlled preheating swirl process in special inox tanks.  

The distillate made naturally from 100% distillation with 0% 
color additives is resting for at least 12 months in inox tanks at 
a controlled temperature hall. The aged spirits are matured in 
barriques and small casks where flavor and color come from the 
wood to create the natural balance. 

Creating our mark for a new perspective in discontinuous 
distillation, our distillery revived traditional recipes and enriched 
them with knowledge, in a copper pot and column still. This 
method extracts the highest quality of the essence of grapes and 
fruits. With the extended cutting of heads and tails, we preserve 
only the heart from the body of the distillate.
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alchemestes No.1 | Amber Brandy
An extraordinary brandy aged for 36 months.

CHARACTER  MAP EXPLORAT ION

Classico C | Cognac Expression
Spirit from selected grape varieties aged 24 months.

alchemestes No.7 | Pomace Brandy
Let it seduce you through the aroma of a grape spirit

C l a s s i c o  E  |  R i c h  T s i p o u r o
Special recipe in distillation with warm character.

alchemestes No.8 | Brandy Bianco
Delicate white brandy of selected wine distillation.

Class ico T  | Del icate Ts ipouro
Special recipe in distillation with delicate character.

alchemestes No.5 | Tequila expression
Gold spirit from distilled grapes aged 24 months.

Classico X  | Whisky Expression
Amber spirit from distilled grapes aged 24 months.

C l a s s i c o  P  |  G i n  E x p r e s s i o n
Grape distillate from original recipe as a forest dream.

alchemestes No.6  | Sour Spirit
Cocktail inspiration moments with a botanic, sour spirit.

C lass ico V  |  Botanic  Ts ipouro
Special recipe in distillation with botanic character.

C lass ico G  | Aniseed Ts ipouro
Special recipe of grape’s distillation with anice.

alchemestes No.9 | Fruity Spirit
Premium spirit with a strong citrus and fruity character.
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OUR CHAPTERS

INSPIRE YOUR CREATIVITY

S p i r i t s  &  B i t e s
Explore a series of food
pairing combinations and
our suggestions to Spirit Up 
your amazing creations!

P e r f e c t  S e r v e
The introduction of an
extraordinary experience.
The type of glass, the
garnish and other details 
guide your exploration. 

Signature Cocktails
The art of balancing simple
ingredients and unique spirits.
D i s c o v e r  s a m e  c r e a t i v e 
combinations through a mood
overview to match your palate.

Dist i l lery Fl ights
Join us to guide you at the 
most exciting adventures
of distillate-making. Gratify 
your palate in our premium 

degustation options!

MODEL TYPE Aged Foodpairing

P
X
C
G
T
E
V

Herbal Tsipouro
Amber Tsipouro
Gold Tsipouro

Aniseed Tsipouro
Delicate Tsipouro
Mellow Tsipouro
Botanic Tsipouro

Fruits
Meat

Cheese
Seafood
Seafood

Meat
Salad

24 months

24 months

PACKAGE

pc/
box

box/
pal

pc/
pal

kgr/
box

kgr/
pal

200ml

12

72

864

8,5

640

500ml

6

80

480

7,1

600

700ml

6

64

384

9

576

3L

2

MODEL TYPE

No. 1
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9

Amber Brandy

Pomace Brandy

Pomace Brandy

Sour Brandy

Pomace Brandy

Brandy Bianco

Fruity Brandy

36 months

 

24 months

pc/box

box/pal

pc/pal

kgr/box

kgr/pal

6

96

576

7,4

740

500mlPACKAGE

MODEL TYPE Foodpairing

Nostalgia

Nostalgia

Grape Marc
GrapeMarc 
with Anice

Seafood

Seafood

PACKAGE

pc/box
box/pal
pc/pal
kgr/box
kgr/pal

200ml
12
72
864
8,5
640

Aged

INFORMAT IONS & PACKING L I S T

RESTAURANT TOURISM

SOMMELIER BAR

Chocolate 

Fruits

Savoury

Soft cheese

Pasta

Red fruits

Chocolate

Foodpairing

Bitter-sweet

Sour

Sweet-sour

Sweet

Sweet

Sweet-sour

Cocktail

Cocktail

Long drink
Bitter-sweet

Sweet
Botanic

Botanic

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mXalUcrLb6IZJWN300nMq4EBKmYaoVeq/view?usp=sharing
https://tsipourodorodouli.com/visit-us/?v=f214a7d42e0d
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mHiiq7UjDuLdtNLx3Mj6zM0cqtaY5zg4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rCKnSQ4OLLBPBHwFfJBwIS07A0yulkt4/view?usp=sharing
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Greece

https://twitter.com/DorodouliSpirit
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5fFDAeA5DoyPucD0zEX4cg
https://www.facebook.com/dorodouli.distillery/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dorodoulitsipouro&spirits/
https://www.instagram.com/dorodouli_distillery/
https://tsipourodorodouli.com/?v=f214a7d42e0d
https://www.tripadvisor.com.gr/Attraction_Review-g189473-d15669340-Reviews-Dorodouli_Tsipouro_Spirits_Distillery-Thessaloniki_Thessaloniki_Region_Central_M.html
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